
 

HYDROMATRIX®- DRAFT TUBE TESTS (SCALE 1:12,5) 
Objectives:  Development of draft tubes operating at lowest tailwater conditions  
                     and under free outflow conditions respectively 
     
Abstract 
Numerous multipurpose projects exist worldwide without utilizing hydropower. 
Projects that cannot be developed in a feasible way by use of a conventional turbine-
generator design may now be developed profitably using the HYDROMATRIX®-
concept. This design utilizes a factory assembled "grid" or module of small identical 
unregulated turbine-generator units (bulb propeller or StrafloMatrix™-turbine types). 
For a large number of prospective HYDROMATRIX®-applications the tailwater is very 
low and sometimes cannot be reached by the draft tube. Therefore the Institute of 
Hydraulic Engineering was commissioned to develop a draft tube which operates 
safely under specific conditions. Otherwise, in case of air-entrainment the efficiency 
decreases significantly and in addition turbine damages can occur easily.  
 
 
 
 
 
   

TG-units installation on  a HYDROMATRIX®- module                         Model rig (scale 1:12,5) 

In order to determine these conditions for stable turbine operations, a hydraulic 
model with a complete mechanical turbine system was built to a scale of 1:12,5 at the 
Hydraulic Laboratory. In general, the draft tube works as a diffuser discharging water 
from the runner to the tailrace with the purpose to recover a maximum amount of 
velocity energy from the water leaving the runner. To prevent unfavorable flow 
conditions in the draft tube, a certain maximum angle of the diffuser should not be 
exceeded and normally a sufficient  submergence of the draft tube exit is necessary. 
In the case of very low tailwater or free outflow conditions a stable draft tube 
operation can only be reached with additional constructive provisions during  turbine 
start up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Physical and numerical tests of different  HYDROMATRIX®-draft tubes     
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